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New devices and network security:
a growing challenge
Laptops, personal and company-owned cell phones, tablets.
Employees must be able to connect these wireless devices and others
to corporate networks. In fact, wireless access is essential in today’s
agile office environment which tends to encourage group work, communal
workstations (instead of fixed seating), and other non-traditional means for
getting work done. Given this context, it’s clear that security of wireless access
to corporate networks is more crucial than ever.
Enterprise Control was developed to meet the need to guarantee both network
security and usability when it comes to secure wireless access to corporate networks.
Its infrastructure enables the usage of WPA2-Enterprise networks including an onboarding
portal, policy management, user/device authentication and authorization, and administrator
tools to give visibility and control over the WiFi network. Also, it includes the most advanced
corporate Guest WiFi system on the market.

What is Fontech’s Enterprise Control?
Enterprise Control is a cloud management platform that ensures secure access on the wireless networks
of enterprises, allowing WPA2-Enterprise to be implemented and managed without investing in complex,
on-premises infrastructure. Onboarding is made easy for anyone allowed to connect to the network, making it
impossible for those without the proper privileges.
With Fontech’s Enterprise Control, network access policies can be managed for devices and users with two additional
advantages:
Cloud Multi-tenant platform - Enterprise Control has been developed in the cloud to provide a corporate service to
different clients simultaneously. This way, Service Providers (SPs) managing the corporate networks of multiple clients
have complete visibility and control of the service they are providing. Additionally, SP customers can decide the level of
management they want to outsource: SPs can assume all or just a part of the management depending on the client.
Since the platform is in the cloud, requirements such as infrastructure scalability and platform updates are guaranteed.
Completely agnostic solution - From every angle, Enterprise Control can be considered agnostic. It works with any
type of wireless infrastructure or vendor, and with any device -regardless of its operating system- or user domain
management provider: it can be integrated both with on-premise users directories (e.g. LDAP, Active Directory) or in the
cloud (e.g. Office 365 and Google G-Suite).

What can enterprises do with Fontech’s Enterprise Control?
See: Discover, identify and monitor the devices on your networks in real-time
Control: Authorize every network connection through appropiate, policy-based access controls
Prevent: Mitigate threats to your networks before it’s too late with automated threat response
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Enterprise Control platform

Policy enforcement server
The policy enforcement server provides access control
based not only on user authentication, but also on
device identification. Policies can verify multiple types
of requirements, including device authentication, user
authorization, location, time/date, and operating system,
among others. Additionally, depending on the policies,
a device or user can be granted one level of access
or another, during a specific time and to determined
applications or resources. Devices and users can even
be quarantined. You can send different control actions
based on different policies. The control actions can be
customized and assigned to users or groups.

Enterprise Control database
All information about users, their profiles, and the type of network access they have is stored in the enterprise control
database. Corporate passwords, however, are never stored so as to ensure that the management of corporate credentials is
not put at risk. This database can be easily synchronized with any enterprise user database, either local or in the cloud, such
as LDAP or G-Suite.
Whenever new users are added to any of the databases, automatic synchronization ensures that information on both is
always properly stored and accessible at all times.
This database can be used to perform security audits, where reports show which users and devices have permissions on the
network, with the possibility to be used to create different types of inventories.

Self-onboarding portal
Streamline every step of the onboarding process through the self-onboarding portal, where new hires and current
employees can configure their devices (corporate or personal -BYOD-) to be authenticated on the enterprise network.
When users attempt to onboard a new device, they need first to identify themselves with their corporate credentials. Once
the authentication process is successful, Enterprise Control automatically detects the device operating system (Windows,
OSX, iOS, Android, Linux) and downloads and installs the appropriate network profile according to that specific user. This
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process ensures that the correct access rights are
automatically configured - all without any technical help
or direct intervention and allowing for both a smooth
network access of corporate devices and a simple
implementation of BYOD and IoT.
The onboarding portal can be customized to show the
colors, logos and branding of the enterprise, making sure
the corporate image is maintained over all systems and
environments.

RADIUS-based cloud server
One of the components of Enterprise Control is a cloud RADIUS server which allows for the implementation of WPA2Enterprise. RADIUS is the AAA (Authentication, Authorization and Accounting) protocol required to support WPA2-Enterprise.
This authentication method is required to ensure security in corporations, and in comparison with others, it:
Eliminates the security risks of shared passwords (WPA): Sharing a password among employees is risky and may
have very negative consequences. Imagine a workplace in which everyone shares the same WiFi password and uses
it to connect all of their devices. What happens if an employee leaves the company or his or her device(s) gets lost or
stolen? To prevent undesired access to corporate files, systems, and applications from former employees or lost/stolen
devices, the WiFi password must be changed. Then, it must be securely shared with each and every employee and
updated on all of their devices. If this is not done properly, employees will lose network access or be burdened
with having to reconfigure their devices with the new password. With WPA2-Enterprise, each user will access the
network using his/her own and corporate password, avoiding these risks.
Enables enhanced security methods: Multi Factor Authentication (MFA), password rotation, server/client certificates.
Enforces privileges through access policies: dynamic assignation of VLANs, session timeout, Filter ID assignation, etc.
Enterprise Control uses RADIUS protocol with TLS to secure the authentication process over the internet, and can be
used with any existing network infrastructure. It provides managed RADIUS/AAA and 802.1X access, but with all of the
advantages of a cloud solution:
Less complex than an on-premises RADIUS deployment
OFFICE_WIFI

Fast implementation
Scalability: extensible functionality based on the needs of the enterprise
Cost-effective: avoids underlying infrastructural or maintenance costs

Guest WiFi module
The Enterprise Control Guest WiFi module makes guest WiFi simple to manage. It ensures that external consultants, clients,
and other enterprise visitors can properly and easily access the network, but with controlled, limited access. With the Guest
WiFi module, administrators can:
Allow employees to become sponsors who can send WiFi invitations to their guests. This can be activated for specific
teams such as sales, so they can share invitations with their visitors without the need to involve IT departments
Configure differents levels of access according to corporate requirements: guest access based
on EAP or through a captive portal (with username and password or even with a Click to Connect
option)
Customize the captive portal (logos, colors, and format)
Integrate the guest invitation portal with the calendar, controlling the automatic delivery of
invitations and checking scheduled meetings: if the guest doesn’t appear on the attendees list of
the event in the calendar, access is not granted
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Admin Console
The admin console is at the center of management and control. Its userfriendly interface lets administrators and users easily operate the service. It
is divided into different modules that allow for configuration, monitoring, and
control actions:
Configuration: Through the admin console, designated users can
configure the corporate network in terms of actions like the creation
of domains and user groups and the management of devices and user
policies. Guest WiFi can also be configured from this console, and it also
allows for invitation management (to be sent to visitors and clients of
the enterprise).
Visibility and control: The admin console also allows for monitoring and visibility. One module enables easy
troubleshooting and monitoring of user access information. Additionally, real-time reports can also be extracted (and
imported in .CSV or Excel) that show all the users connected at a given time.
In the case of service providers or operators, the admin portal offers multi-tenant control: the ability to manage an
unlimited number of enterprises and clients from the same console with a centralized view.

Detailed features
Feature

Description

Details

Integration with
different directory
services

Local user database and guest users

Google G-Suite
Office 365
Active Directory / LDAP (on-premises agent)

Device management

Used to perform an inventory of all network equipment

Local device inventory

Policy management
server

Defines and administers security configuration requirements
and access control actions (user authorization, location, time/
date, duration and application/resource access)

Concurrency control
Multiple access policies per user/group
Endpoint status verification policy (device risk assessment)
Mandatory MFA (Multi-Factor Authentication) policy
EAP-TLS, EAP-TTLS, PEAP
Inner authentication support: PAP, CHAP, MSCHAPv2
Password rotation policy

Access control
Authentication protocol

Network security channels

IPSec VPN for encrypted, secure communication

Guest WiFi support

Guest authentication management

Invitations management
Different types of access: EAP, captive portal (username &
password, click to connect, etc)
Captive portal customization support
Calendar integration
Full regulatory and security compliance, including GDPR

Profiling engine

Dynamic discovery, identification, and monitoring of all
endpoints attached to a network

System onboarding
captive portal

Guides end users through the appropriate configuration
settings (both for corporate and employee-owned devices)

Network management
control

Strong monitoring and reporting system that displays all the
information on a console

For further information, contact: fontech@fon.com

Onboarding invitation mandatory rules
User/User-group onboarding invitation
Policy-based onboarding
Different OS onboarding ( iOS/OSX, Linux, Windows and Android
Customized onboarding portal: colors, logos, etc.
Dashboards (use, activity, security, devices)
Troubleshooting
Real time reports: current status of the WiFi access

